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Abstract
This paper addresses the nontraditional but practically meaningful reversibility problem of mesh filtering. This reverse-filtering
approach (termed a DeFilter) seeks to recover the geometry of a set of filtered meshes to their artifact-free status. To solve this
scenario, we adapt cascaded normal regression (CNR) to understand the commonly used mesh filters and recover automatically
the mesh geometry that was lost through various geometric operations. We formulate mesh defiltering by an extreme learning
machine (ELM) on the mesh normals at an offline training stage and perform it automatically at a runtime defiltering stage.
Specifically, (1) to measure the local geometry of a filtered mesh, we develop a generalized reverse Filtered Facet Normal
Descriptor (grFND) in the consistent neighbors; (2) to map the grFNDs to the normals of the ground-truth meshes, we learn
a regression function from a set of filtered meshes and their ground-truth counterparts; and (3) at runtime, we reversely filter
the normals of a filtered mesh, using the learned regression function for recovering the lost geometry. We evaluate multiple
quantitative and qualitative results on synthetic and real data to verify our DeFilter’s performance thoroughly. From a practical
point of view, our method can recover the lost geometry of denoised meshes without needing to know the exact filter used
previously, and can act as a geometry-recovery plugin for most of the state-of-the-art methods of mesh denoising.
CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Shape analysis;

1. Introduction
Customer-level 3D acquisition devices are now widely used
to capture computer models, providing a foundation for representing physical objects digitally. The captured surfaces are
typically sparse, noisy and incomplete [WXL∗ 13], [WYZC13],
due to both the measurement errors of scanning devices and
the computational errors of reconstruction algorithms [WX17].
Mesh filter is an inevitable tool to smooth these raw surfaces, and a huge amount of mesh filters have been proposed
in the past [WHX∗ 18]. The early literature was dominated
by low-pass filters [Tau95], [DMSB99], [MDSB03] because of
their simplicity and efficiency. Recently, edge-preserving filters
[FDC03a], [JDD03], [SRML07], [HA08b], [HA08a], [ZFAT11],
[ZWY∗ 13], [SCBW14], [LDC16], optimization-based methods [HS13], [WYL∗ 14], [WZY∗ 15], [WZCF15], [ZWZD15], and
data-driven approaches [WLT16], [WWG∗ 18], [ZLZ∗ 19] have
been much popular because of their superior denoising results. Despite the great improvements, mesh filtering, however, is still an ill† Joint first authors
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posed problem [FYP11], [ZDZ∗ 15a], [WLP∗ 17], and no existing
algorithm can serve as a mesh filtering panacea for various applications: they produce denoised results with a tradeoff between noise
removal and geometry maintenance.
Surface geometry consists of features, in which the small-scale
features are considered as geometric details, while the mediumand large-scale ones are as geometric structures [WTP∗ 19]. The
two levels of surface feature characterize the detailed appearance and intrinsic geometric properties of 3D shapes, respectively [WFL∗ 15], [ZDH∗ 18]. The magnitude of geometric details is
usually similar to and even smaller than that of noise, but mesh
representation in computer lacks semantic information to describe
them separately [WY11c]. Therefore, noise and geometric details are often removed simultaneously. Unfortunately, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no mechanism for recovering the surface
geometry, once they are lost during mesh filtering. It is commonly
known that, the loss of surface geometry may lead to geometry distortion in reverse engineering when applying modeling operations
[SCL∗ 04], [WGY∗ 12], [DK14], and harm design of fine objects
[BS08], [WY12] and surface registration [LWS∗ 18].
For serving mesh filtering, we tackle the challenging problem of
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Figure 1: Mesh defiltering results on Merlion. The top row shows the noisy Merlion (Gaussian noise with σE = 0.25) and the denoising
results by Fleishman et al.’s BMF [FDC03a], Sun et al.’s UF [SRML07], Zheng et al.’s BNF [ZFAT11], He et al.’s L0 , Zhang et al.’s GNF
[ZDZ∗ 15b], and Wang et al.’s CNR [WLT16], respectively. The bottom row shows the ground-truth model and the geometry-recovery results
of the corresponding denoised models by our method.

reducing the artifacts (e.g., over-smoothing, shape distortion, and
vertex drifts), due to filtering effects. To this end, we add compatible (real) surface information to filtered meshes produced by different and even unknown filters. We call our mesh reverse filtering
mesh defiltering or more simply DeFilter. To our knowledge, we
are not aware of any previous works that recover the lost geometry
of filtered meshes. Our contributions are three-fold:
• We look at this intriguing question: are surfaces with their geometry partially lost, reversible to their artifact-free status? Mesh
defiltering seeks to recover the lost geometry from filtered meshes by assessing a set of 3D models with multi-scale features and
their filtered counterparts by different filters.
• We develop a generalized reverse Filtered Facet Normal Descriptor (grFND), by including more mesh filters. Since users feel free
to select an arbitrary mesh filter that leads to the loss of geometry to different degrees, our grFND adapts to more complicated
scenarios by handling the filtering process as a black box.
• We introduce a normal-based extreme learning machine (NELM) as a fast training tool, which is efficient when training
a large dataset.
Our approach can automatically recover the lost geometry of
meshes, under different degrees of over-smoothing caused by the
state-of-the-art filtering methods (see Fig. 1 for a reference). We
can even recover surface geometry that has been lost by unknown
or complicated but accessible operations, because we treat the filtering process as a black box. For example, in the second column of

Fig. 2, we produce a filtered sculpture (upper) using the commercial software Geometrica Studio’s denoising function. We do not
konw how it is implemented. In the third column, we produce a filtered sculpture (upper) by using three filters one-by-one: Laplacian
filter, Taubin’s λ|µ filter [Tau01], and Zheng et al.’s bilateral filter
[ZFAT11]. We can recover the lost geometry (bottom) for the two
filtered results. The recovered sculptures are close to the original
model in the first column.
As advanced devices (e.g., smart phones) assembled with 3D
modeling capabilities built-in emerge, providing customers with a
modeling tool that allows for a mesh defiltering algorithm will be
more than welcome. In the following text, Section 2 gives the related work. Section 3 outlines the data-driven mesh defiltering. Section 4 presents the mesh geometry signature design. Section 5 explores the details of our DeFilter. Section 6 illustrates the defiltered
results and the conclusion is contained in Section 7.
2. Related Work
2.1. Mesh filters
We broadly define mesh filters as mesh smoothing and denoising operations. Many of these filters evolve from image denoising techniques. Since a number of research findings in image denoising, such as traditional methods [TM98], [PM90], [XLXJ11],
and learning-based methods [FKK∗ 14], [BSH12], [XRY∗ 15],
serve as a foundation of mesh filters, they usually produce
c 2019 The Author(s)
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and Wu et al. [WZCF15] perform L1 optimization to recover sharp
features. Zhang et al. [ZWZD15] combine a total variation (TV)
regularizer, which originally considers L1 norms of derivatives in
image processing, and piecewise constant function spaces for variational mesh denoising.
Tensor voting: Tensor voting in images has been extensively studied [WYJ∗ 12] [YPS15] and has numerous applications on 3D surfaces. Specifically, voting on surface tensors can
guide mesh/point cloud denoising [TH12], [ZWY∗ 13], [PLJ∗ 13],
[YRP16], [WLP∗ 17].

Figure 2: Mesh defiltering results on Sculpture. From the left column to the right: The original Sculpture model, the two filtered
results (upper), and our corresponding geometry-recovery results
(bottom).

high-quality smoothing or denoising results. The early mesh filters (see [VMM99], [Tau95], [DMSB99], [MDSB03], [WY09],
[WY11b], [WY11a]) operate independently on surface geometry,
and inevitably lead to sharp feature blurring. Newer methods preserve more features. We summarize these methods in the remainder
of this section.
Anisotropic geometric diffusion: Various mesh filters [BX03],
[DMSB00], [CDR00], [OZ08] are inspired by scale space and
anisotropic diffusion ideas from image processing [PM90].
Two- and multi-stage methods: Meshes can be denoised by filtering facet normals and then adjusting vertex positions into approximate agreement with the filtered normals [Tau01], [OBB01],
[SB04], [SRML07].
Recent works tend to add more steps to the two-stage
scheme. They include feature detection [LDC16], subneighborhood searching [FYP11], [WZY12], [ZWY∗ 13], [WYP∗ 15],
[CS17], [WLP∗ 17], guidance normal estimation [ZDZ∗ 15a], and
non-local patch group [WHX∗ 18], [LZFH18], making these variants preserve features better. However, the proposition that employs
normals and curvatures to assist with the identification of features
has been described as a “chicken and egg" problem [FYP11], since
these metrics are only well-defined on noise-free surfaces.
Bilateral filtering: Fleishman et al. [FDC03b] and Jones et
al. [JDD03] extend the image bilateral filter [TM98] to mesh denoising by directly adjusting vertex positions. Others apply the bilateral filter to mesh facet normals instead, using various normal
similarity functions [ZFAT11], [SCBW14], [WFL∗ 15].
Zhang et al. [ZDZ∗ 15a] extend the relative total variation (RTV)
to 3D surfaces. This approach selects the most consistent neighboring patch for each mesh facet, and incorporates the averaged
normal from that patch in the filter’s range kernel, thus preserving
geometric structures.
Sparse optimization: Sharp features are often sparse on general
surfaces. He et al. [HS13] employ the L0 norm to minimize the curvature of a surface, except at sharp features. Wang et al. [WYL∗ 14]
c 2019 The Author(s)
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Data-driven normal filtering: Diebel et al. [DTB06] learn a
pairwise normal potential function from application-specific geometric shapes to constrain reconstructed geometric shapes. Wang
et al. [WLT16] propose a mesh filter via the cascaded normal regression (CNR). They model a non-linear regression function by
mapping the filtered facet normal descriptor (FND) extracted from
the neighborhood of a noisy mesh facet to the noise-free mesh facet
normal, and use the modeled function to compute a new facet normal. Similarly, our DeFilter also learns surface normal variations.
Our goal is to understand commonly used mesh filters and recover
the lost mesh geometry, even if the filter is unknown, while CNR
attempts to remove noise with the minimal disturbance of surface
geometry.
Mesh defiltering vs Mesh denoising: Mesh denoising aims to
remove any noise or redundant information, while preserving genuine information at all frequencies. Mesh defiltering is considered
as mesh reverse filtering for adding compatible surface information
to a filtered (i.e., over-smoothed) mesh. Mesh defiltering can serve
denoised results for compensating geometry that has been lost in
the denoising procedure.
2.2. Geometry descriptor
A geometry descriptor measures the geometry similarity of shapes
for shape matching, recognition, and segmentation [MBBV15],
[HZY∗ 18]. For example, MeshDog and MeshHog [ZBVH09],
MeshSIFT [MFK∗ 10], and spin contour [LWS∗ 16], [LSW15] have
been defined over a surface to describe its global feature. In contrast, Kalogerakis et al. [KHS10] and Wang et al. [WLT16] construct a local geometry descriptor that is defined on each mesh
facet. We generalize the FND [WLT16] for handling more practical
cases that happen in general mesh filtering.
2.3. Extreme learning machine (ELM)
As a regression method, the ELM is proposed for both "generalized" single-layer feed-forward networks (SLFNs) [HUA07],
[HUA08], [HCS06] and multi-layered feed-forward networks
[TDH16]. It supplies a non-iterative linear solution to produce the
output weights, which is much faster than both the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and support vector machine (SVM) with five and
six orders of magnitude, respectively [ABML15].
The property of universal approximation implies that the ELM
can solve any regression problem, provided it has enough hidden
neurons and training data to learn parameters for all hidden neurons.
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N-ELM

grFND

• Runtime defiltering. For an over-smoothed input, the learned
iterative N-EML model (consisting of Ψs) is enforced on the extracted grFNDs to obtain its new facet normals. We finally deform the input to match its new facet normals, in order to reach
the defiltered result.
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Figure 3: The framework of mesh defiltering.

We adopt the ELM to train a set of regression functions, which
map the grFNDs of the oversmoothing mesh to the corresponding
facet normals of the ground-truth mesh. Because the ELM is taking
place in mesh normal fields, we call this phenomenon the normalextreme learning machine (N-ELM); this speeds up offline training
while guaranteeing training accuracy.

4. Mesh Geometry Signature Design
A triangular mesh can be denoted by M = (V, E, F), where V, E,
and F are the vertex set, the edge set, and the facet set, respectively.
The facets in the 1-ring facet neighborhood of facet fi ∈ F, denoted
by Ni , is the set of facets that have a common vertex or edge with
fi . Similarly, the vertices in the 1-ring vertex neighborhood of a
vertex vi ∈ V, denoted by Pi , are the set of vertices that have an
edge between them.
In this section, we provide the details of both the generalized
reverse Filtered Facet Normal Descriptor (grFND) and the normalextreme learning machine (N-ELM) to construct the relationship
between the over-smoothed meshes and the ground-truth meshes.

2.4. Cascaded regression model
Cascaded regression is a popular regression scheme for approximating highly nonlinear functions. Each regressor performs a simple refinement that is dependent on the output of the previous regressor. It succeeds in various vision and graphics tasks [SJN∗ 16],
[ZZLQ16], [SWL∗ 15], [WLT16].
One iteration of the regression functions cannot fully learn all
of the surface information, due to the loss of geometry in various
degrees. Therefore, cascaded regression is adopted to reduce the
approximation error in our DeFilter.

4.1. Generalized reverse filtered facet normal descriptor
(grFND)
As the first step of learning-based methods, one well-designed feature descriptor is required. Wang et al. [WLT16] introduce a geometric descriptor, that is based on multi-scale bilateral normal filters. With the help of normal voting tensors, this geometry descriptor is invariant to rigid transformation.
The bilateral normal filter is defined as [ZFAT11]
nk+1
= Λ(
i

∑

A j Gs (||ci − c j ||)Gr (||nki − nkj ||)nkj ),

(1)

f j ∈Ni

3. Overview
Noise removal on surfaces normally accompanies the loss of geometry, when enacting different kinds of mesh filters. We learn
the reverse procedure of mesh filtering using neural networks, and
defilter denoised meshes using the learned regression function sequences. The learning takes place in the facet normal field, since
the first-order normal variations can better describe surface variations than vertex position variations. At the top level, we perform
two steps: an offline training step and a runtime defiltering step, as
shown in Fig. 3.
• Offline training. We smooth a set of ground-truth models to
obtain their over-smoothed results. A set of mesh filters is employed to generalize the over-smoothed models, which lose surface geometry to varied degrees. We propose the generalized reverse Filtered Facet Normal Descriptor (grFND) as the feature
descriptor and formulate each ground-truth facet normal ni as a
function Ψ of the over-smoothed facet’s grFND Si : ni = Ψ(Si ).
We learn Ψ between the grFNDs and the ground-truth facet normals by the N-EML: Si 7−→ ni , ∀i. Multiple iterations are required, as the first regression function coarsely finds the correspondence from the grFNDs to the ground-truth normals. We
reconstruct the over-smoothed meshes from the output facet normals, and extract their grFNDs to feed into the next regression
iteration for a finer approximation.

and the guided bilateral normal filter is defined as [ZDZ∗ 15a]
nk+1
= Λ(
i

∑

A j Gs (||ci − c j ||)Gr (||gki − gkj ||)nkj ),

(2)

f j ∈Ni

where k denotes the iteration number, Λ(·) is a normalisation operation, nk+1
is the filtered normal of facet fi , f j is a facet in the
i
1-ring neighboring facet set Ni of facet fi , A j is the area of facet f j ,
ci and c j are the centroids of facet fi and f j respectively, Gs and
Gr are both Gaussian functions with standard deviations σs and σr ,
and gki is the guidance normal of fi for the k-th iteration. As suggested by Wang et al. [WLT16], gi is estimated by Gaussian normal
filtering.
By assuming a parameter set Θ consisting of the standard deviation pairs of both the Gaussian functions: Θ := {(σs j , σr j )}Lj=1 ,
Wang et al. [WLT16] construct a bilateral filtered facet normal descriptor (B-FND) Di of fi as
Di := (ni (σs1 , σr1 ), · · · , ni (σsL , σrL )),
and a guided filtered facet normal descriptor
Dgi

(G-FND) Dgi

:= (ng,i (σs1 , σr1 ), · · · , ng,i (σsL , σrL )).

(3)
as
(4)

They have shown that the G-FND is more stable than the B-FND
in classifying large features, while the B-FND is more sensitive to
weak features [WLT16]. However, both the B-FND and G-FND are
c 2019 The Author(s)
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where 0 ≤ T ≤ 1 is a threshold determined by users. If we denote
the uniform Laplacian normal filter as ni (w1 ), the median normal
filter as ni (wM ), and the unilateral normal filters as ni (wTj )L1 with L
thresholds of T , we can obtain the gFND by extending the B-FND
and the G-FND as
Si := (Di , ni (w1 ), ni (wM ), ni (wT1 ), · · · , ni (wTL )),

(9)

and
g

g

Si := (Di , ni (w1 ), ni (wM ), ni (wT1 ), · · · , ni (wTL )).
Figure 4: The procedure of creating reversely filtered facet normal
descriptor (rFND). The reversely filtered normals are obtained by
adding the filtered detail normals to the input normal. One can observe that the normalized reversely filtered normals are more approximately to the ground-truth normal than the filtered normals.

(10)

Therefore, we can define the generalized reverse FND (grFND)
as
Sri := (Dri , Λ(2ni − ni (w1 )), Λ(2ni − ni (wM )),
Λ(2ni − ni (wT1 )), · · · , Λ(2ni − ni (wTL ))),

(11)

and
less suitable to recover the lost geometry from the over-smoothed
surface. The main reasons are two-fold.
First, the FND is actually a filtering operation used for reducing
information from noisy surfaces. Whereas, we seek to recover compatible geometry to the smoothed surfaces. Therefore, the reverse
FND (rFND) as the feature descriptor will be more desirable, since
they are more approximately to the ground-truth normal (see Fig.
4). Both the B-FND and G-FND can be changed to their reverse
formulation as
Dri := (Λ(2ni − ni (σs1 , σr1 )), · · · ,
Λ(2ni − ni (σsL , σrL ))),

(5)

and
gr

Di := (Λ(2ng,i − ng,i (σs1 , σr1 )), · · · ,
Λ(2ng,i − ng,i (σsL , σrL ))).

(6)

Second, the FND is not able to characterize the features of arbitrary over-smoothed surfaces. Users often feel free to adopt various
mesh filters to remove noise on a given noisy surface. These filters
will lead to the loss of surface geometry at different levels. Ideally, a geometry descriptor that can cover all mesh filtering results
would be sufficiently flexible in handling arbitrary cases of oversmoothing. We integrate the results of three general and simple
mesh normal filters into the FND. These are the uniform Laplacian
normal filter, the median normal filter [YOB02], and the unilateral normal filter [SRML07]. The three normal filters are all defined
as a weighted normal average of all normals from the neighboring
facets that belong to the central facet fi as
nk+1
= Λ(
i

∑

w j nkj ),

gr

gr

Si := (Di , Λ(2ni − ni (w1 )), Λ(2ni − ni (wM )),
Λ(2ni − ni (wT1 )), · · · , Λ(2ni − ni (wTL ))).

(12)

Remark. First, we only employ five mostly used filters (two linear filters, i.e., Laplacian filter and Gaussian filter, and three nonlinear filters, i.e., median, unilateral and bilateral filters) with different parameters to form the grFND. It behaves well on the 18
tested mesh filters. The user would feel free to add more filters into this grFND if wanted. The current version of grFND is more
effective at handling denoised results by isotropic filters than the
rFND does. In Fig. 5, the sharp edges and corners that have been
destroyed by these isotropic filters are all recovered by both the
rFND and grFND. However, the grFND handles irregular sampling
more accurately than the rFND (see the three irregularly sampled
parts).
Second, in order to recover more geometry details, we perform the grFND on the isotropic neighborhood (ISNE) instead of the
commonly-used anisotropic (ANNE) neighborhood. The isotropic
neighborhood can be easily estimated by the mRTV in [ZDZ∗ 15a].
We have tested the grFND on both the ISNE and ANNE. The
denoised results are as inputs by using commercial software (not
kowning how they are realized) and three recent denoising methods. The defiltered results show that performing the grFND on the
ISNE can better recover the geometry details than the ANNE does.
In Fig. 6, the geometry details are blurred to a certain degree by the
five methods, due to the similar scales of these details to that of the
noise. Again, both schemes of ISNE and ANNE can recover these
blurred geometry details. However, the ISNE can better interpret
these small features (see the face and the armor).

(7)

f j ∈Ni

where, 1) for the uniform Laplacian normal filter, the weight w j =
1; 2) for the median normal filter, w j = 1 for the median element
(sorted by the angles ∠(ni , n j ) between the normal of fi and the
normal of facet f j of the neighboring facet set Ni ), and for the others
w j = 0; and 3) for the unilateral normal filter,

(ni · n j − T )2 , ni · n j > T ;
(8)
wj =
0,
otherwise,
c 2019 The Author(s)
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4.2. Normal-based extreme learning machine (N-ELM)
4.2.1. Classical ELM model
The ELM [HWI18] is an extremely fast learning algorithm that
was originally developed for training single hidden layer feedforward neural networks (see Fig. 7 (left)). A formal description
of the ELM is as follows. Considering a set of N distinct training samples (xi , yi ), where xi = [xi1 , xi2 , . . ., xid ]T ∈ Rd and yi =
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Figure 5: Mesh defiltering results on Block. The top row shows
the noisy and irregularly-sampled Block (impulsive noise with
σE = 0.2) and its denoising results by Laplacian smoothing, APSS,
HC Laplacian, and Taubin’s λ|µ smoothing, respectively. The middle row shows the recovered results, using the original rFND. The
bottom row shows the ground-truth model and the corresponding
geometry-recovery results by the grFND.

[yi1 , yi2 , . . ., yic ]T ∈ Rc , the ELM with L hidden neurons and activation function Φ are mathematically modeled as
Φ(w j · xi + b j )β = yi , i ∈ [1, N],

(13)

…

…

…

…
…

…


Φ(wL x1 + bL )

..
.
.
Φ(wL xN + bL )

…

···
..
.
···

…

Φ(w1 x1 + b1 )

..
H =
.
Φ(w1 xN + b1 )


…

Matrix-form solution of ELM. ELMs are commonly solved in
a matrix form by a closed-form solution, which is efficient and simple to implement. In detail, we construct the matrix form of the
ELM by gathering the outputs of all hidden neurons into a matrix
H as (a graphical representation is shown in Fig. 7 (right))

…

where Φ = [Φ1 , . . ., ΦL ], w j = (w1 j , w2 j , . . ., wd j ) is the weight
vector connecting the jth hidden neuron and the input neurons,
b j is the threshold of the jth hidden neuron. In the ELM method,
the input layer weights w j and biases b j are set randomly and
then fixed without iterative tuning. The only free parameters that
need to be learned are the connections (or output weights) β =
[β1 , . . ., βL ] between the hidden layer and the output layer, and
β j = [β1 j , β2 j , . . ., βc j ] is the output weight vector. Because the input weights are fixed, the output weights are independent of them
(unlike the back-propagation training methods) and have a direct or
closed form solution without iteration. In this way, the ELM is formulated as a linear-in-the-parameter model that equates to solving
a linear system.

Figure 6: Mesh defiltering results on the Chinese Terra-cotta Warriors. The top row shows the raw Chinese Terra-cotta Warriors and
denoising results by Wei et al. [WLP∗ 17], Yadav et al. [YRP17],
Centin et al. [CS17], and two kinds of commercial software respectively. The middle row shows the geometry-recovery results using
the grFND in the anisotropic neighborhood. The bottom row shows
the corresponding geometry-recovery results by the grFND in the
isotropic neighborhood.

Figure 7: The illustration of extreme learning machine (ELM). Left:
Computing the output of the ELM model. Right: A matrix form of
the ELM.

(14)

c 2019 The Author(s)
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If we denote the training data target matrix by

 T 
t11 · · · t1c
t1
  
..
..  ,
T =  ...  =  ...
.
. 
T
tN1 · · · tNc
tN

(15)

in the stage of ELM learning, the weights connecting the hidden
layer and the output layer, denoted by β, are solved by minimizing
the approximation error in the squared error sense as
min kHβ − T k2 ,
β

(16)

where k · k denotes the Frobenius Norm. The optimal solution to
Eq. 16 is given by
β∗ = H † T,

4.2.2. Regularized ELM and ELM kernels
Regularized ELM aims to reach better generalization performance
by achieving both the smallest training error and the smallest norm
of output weights as
β

(18)

where C is the regularization hyper-parameter. The above problem
is widely-known as ridge regression or regularized least squares.
By setting the gradient of LELM with respect to β to zero, we have
LELM = β∗ −CH T (T − Hβ∗ ) = 0.

(19)

If H has more rows than columns (N > L), which is usually the
case when the number of training patterns is larger than the number
of the hidden neurons, we have the following closed-form solution
for β as
I −1 T
) H T,
C
where I is an identity matrix of dimension L.
β∗ = (H T H +

(20)

If the number of training patterns is less than the number of hidden neurons (N < L), H will have more columns than rows, which
usually gives an under-determined least-squares problem. Moreover, it is less efficient to invert an L × L matrix in this case. To
handle this problem, we restrict β to be a linear combination of the
rows in H, i.e., β = H T α (α ∈ RN×c ). Notice that when N < L, H
is of full row rank, and HH T is invertible. Substituting β = H T α
into Eq. 19, and multiplying both sides by (HH T )−1 H, we devise
α∗ −C(T − HH T α∗ ) = 0.

(21)

This yields
I −1
) T,
C
where I is an identity matrix of dimension N.
β∗ = H T α∗ = H T (HH T +

We learn the mapping from grFNDs of the over-smoothed meshes
to their ground-truth counterparts. Given an over-smoothed surface
that shares geometric patterns similar to the training data, we can
use the learned mapping function to recover its lost geometry automatically.
5.1. Offline training

where H denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the
matrix H. There are many efficient methods of solving the above
problem, such as Gaussian elimination, the orthogonal projection
method, the iterative method, and the single value decomposition
(SVD).

1
C
kβk2 + kT − Hβk2 ,
2
2

5. Mesh Defiltering

(17)

†

min LELM =

Therefore, when training patterns are plentiful compared to hidden neurons, we use Eq. 20 to compute the output weights. Otherwise, we use Eq. 22. H T H in Eq. 20 and HH T in Eq. 22 are also
called the "ELM kernel matrices", in which h(xi ) · h(x j ) is an ELM
kernel.

(22)
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The training is facet-based (i.e., the grFND and the facet normal
from the ground-truth mesh form a training pair). The set of train∆
ing pairs are denoted as ∆ = {Sri , ni }N
i=1 where N∆ is the total number of training pairs. Similar to [WLT16], the ∆ is divided into four
clusters {Cs }4s=1 based on the similarity of grFNDs for accelerating
the training process, where each cluster is trained independently.
Training datasets. We have collected two datasets named D1
and D2, respectively. D1 has 38 meshes for training data (see Fig.
8 left), including geometry-rich meshes, smooth meshes, and CADlike meshes. D2 contains 7 statue meshes from the high-resolution
real scans borrowed from [WLT16]. For D1, each ground-truth
mesh in training data corresponds to 10 over-smoothed meshes produced by different mesh filters. For D2, we denoise the corresponding Kinect single-frame meshes for each statue mesh by multiple
existing methods to produce their denoised results for training data.
N-ELM based shape regression. For each cluster Cs , we formulate a regression function Ψs (·) as a single-hidden layer feed
forward network (SLFN) with Nr hidden nodes for efficient training. From an implementation point of view, we model the SLFN as
the ELM with the Gaussian radial basis activation function (GRBF)
defined by

2
T r
w
S
+
b
−
c
i
k

k


Φi,k = Φk Sri = exp −
(23)
,
r2
where Sri is the feature standardization version of Sri in the cluster
Cs , and k ∈ [1, Nr ] is the index of the kth node. The parameter c
indicates the center of the radial basis function (RBF) kernel and
the kernel size r controls the scale of receptive field of a Gaussian
kernel. The weight parameters wk ∈ R3K (K is the length of the
grFND) and bk ∈ R are randomly generated (independent of the
training data) according to any continuous probability distribution.
With the above preparation, we can obtain both the matrices HCs
and NCs according to Eqs. 14 and 15 as


Φ1,1
···
Φ1,Nr


..
..
..
(24)
HCs = 
,
.
.
.
Φ|Cs |,1 · · · Φ|Cs |,Nr
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Figure 8: Training and testing dataset of D1: The left part is for
training and the right part (partial) is for testing.

and
NCs




n1
 . 
=  ..  ,
n|Cs |

(25)

where |Cs | denotes the total number of facets in Cs .
The output weight βCs of our regularized N-ELM is determined
by minimizing
ECs = kΛ (HCs βCs ) − NCs k2 + λ kβCs k2 ,

(26)

where Λ(·) is the normalization operation, and λ is empirically set
to be 0.15 for balancing the regression error and the regularization
term.
In the training process, ∆(Cs ) in each cluster Cs is partitioned into
two sets: the training set ∆T (Cs ) and the validation set ∆V (Cs ). We
randomly collect 20% samples from Cs to generate the validation
set, and stop to update the parameters βCs , once the regression error
on the validation set ∑ fi ∈∆V (Cs ) k Λ(Φs (Sri )βCs ) − ni k2 increases.
Mesh reconstruction. Once the i-th iteration of facet normal
reverse filtering is finished, we update vertex positions to match
the normalized regression output. We adopt the simple yet effective
scheme of vertex update proposed in [WZY∗ 15].

∑

[nTf (v′ − c f )]2 ,

(27)

f ∈Nv ( f )

where n f is the refined unit normal of facet f , and c f is its triangle
barycenter. Eq. 27 encodes the sum of squared distances from v′
(the new position of v ) to its 1-ring facets. To encourage the movement along the vertex’s normal direction as much as possible in the
optimization, an additional line-based quadric is defined as
E2 (v′ ) = (v′ − v)T (v′ − v) − [nTv (v′ − v)]T [nTv (v′ − v)],

as


arg min
E1 (v′ ) + E2 (v′ ) ,
′
v

(29)

which is only the 3 × 3 linear equation. In our implementation, the
iteration number of vertex update is set to 10.
5.2. Runtime defiltering

The facet-based quadric is formulated as
E1 (v′ ) =

Figure 12: Mesh defiltering results on three Relics from ancient
times. The first model is reconstructed by the image-based modeling technique from a sequence of images, which leads to a low
resolution of the model. The second model is captured using the
3D scanning device, where the shallow features (e.g., the Chinese
characters) are easily blurred. And the third model is compressed
into a lower resolution for the convenient network transmission. We
can recover the lost geometry of each model well. From the left column to the right: The input models with their geometry lost due to
the aforementioned reasons, the geometry-recovery results by our
method, and their real photographs.

(28)

where nv represents the unit normal of vertex v, and the term
nTv (v′ − v) describes the projection from the vector (v′ − v) to the
vertex normal nv . Thus, this line-based quadric encodes the squared
distance from the vertex normal line to the optimized vertex v′ .
Finally, we minimize the two quadrics together for vertex update

We perform the following operations:
1. For each mesh facet, we compute its grFND and feed it to the
regression function.
2. We update the mesh to match the new facet normals.
3. These two steps are executed sequentially until the last regression function is found.
6. Experiments and Discussions
To evaluate the geometry-recovery ability of our approach, the DeFilter has been trained on the synthetic dataset and the raw dataset
individually, and tested on the denoised models which are obtained
by using 18 mesh filters. We believe this approach has covered the
majority of practical scenarios. The data collection, parameter settings, and the geometry-recovery results are given next.
c 2019 The Author(s)
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Figure 9: Mesh defiltering results on Gargoyle. The top row shows the noisy Gargoyle (impulsive noise with σE = 0.3) and denoising
results by Fleishman et al.’s BMF [FDC03a], Sun et al.’s UF [SRML07], Zheng et al.’s BNF [ZFAT11], He et al.’s L0 , Zhang et al.’s GNF
[ZDZ∗ 15b], and Wang et al.’s CNR [WLT16], respectively. The bottom row shows the ground-truth model and the corresponding geometryrecovery results by our method.

Figure 10: Mesh defiltering results on Chinese Bronze. The top row shows the noisy Chinese Bronze (Gaussian noise with σE = 0.3) and
denoising results by Fleishman et al.’s BMF [FDC03a], Sun et al.’s UF [SRML07], Zheng et al.’s BNF [ZFAT11], and Wang et al.’s CNR
[WLT16], respectively. The bottom row shows the ground-truth model and the corresponding geometry-recovery results by our method.

c 2019 The Author(s)
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Figure 11: Mesh defiltering results on Trim-star. The top row shows the noisy Trim-star (impulsive noise with σE = 0.3) and denoising
results by APSS, HC Laplacian, Laplacian, and Taubin’s λ|µ filter, respectively. The bottom row shows the ground-truth model and the
corresponding geometry-recovery results by our method.

Figure 13: Mesh defiltering results on Boy1. The top row shows the single-frame mesh of noisy Boy1 by Kinect v2 and denoising results by Fleishman et al.’s BMF [FDC03a], Sun et al.’s UF [SRML07], Zheng et al.’s BNF [ZFAT11], He et al.’s L0 , Zhang et al.’s GNF
[ZDZ∗ 15b], and Wang et al.’s CNR [WLT16], respectively. The bottom row shows the high-resolution ground-truth model and the corresponding geometry-recovery results by our method.

6.1. Data collection
The D1 has two parts: the training data and the testing data. The
training data have 38 multifarious meshes (see Fig. 8 left). The
testing data have more than 28 meshes that share the similar geometry with the training data (see Fig. 8 right). The D2 contains
seven meshes of statues from the high-resolution real scans borrowed from [WLT16].
For the training parts of D1 and D2, we employ 7 commonly used mesh filters to produce the filtered results. These include
Laplacian smoothing (n = 10), Sun et al.’s unilateral filter (n1 = 5,
n2 = 10, T = 0.4), (n1 = 10, n2 = 20, T = 0.5) [SRML07], Taubin’s
λ|µ filter (n = 20, µ = −0.53, λ = 0.5) [Tau01], Fleishman et al.’s

bilateral mesh filter (σ1 = 1 × L, σ2 = 0.35 n = 15), (σ1 = 2 × L,
σ2 = 0.5 n = 10) [FDC03a], Zheng et al.’s bilateral normal filter
(σ1 = 1 × L, σ2 = 0.35 n1 = 20, n1 = 20), (σ1 = 1 × L, σ2 = 0.45
n1 = 30, n1 = 30) [ZFAT11], He et al.’s L0 smoothing (λ = 2λ0 )
[HS13], and Wang et al.’s automatic CNR [WLT16]. Thus, each
ground-truth mesh in the training data corresponds to 10 oversmoothed/denoised meshes produced by the mesh filters.
For the testing part of D1, we add different levels and types of
noise, i.e., random Gaussian noise and impulsive noise. For the
testing part of D2, the noise is caused by the errors of the Kinect devices and the reconstruction algorithms. We then adopt nearly 18 mesh filters to produce their denoised results. We fine-tune
each method to produce the best visual results for each method.
c 2019 The Author(s)
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0.40

0.12

0.30

Figure 14: Mesh defiltering results on Boy2. The top row shows the single-frame mesh of noisy Boy2 by Kinect v1 and denoising results by
Fleishman et al’s BMF [FDC03a], Sun et al.’s UF [SRML07], Zheng et al.’s BNF [ZFAT11], He et al.’s L0 , Zhang et al.’s GNF [ZDZ∗ 15b], and
Wang et al.’s CNR [WLT16], respectively. The bottom row shows the high-resolution ground-truth model and the corresponding geometryrecovery results by our method.
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Figure 15: A comparison of the Hausdorff distances of the three models. The horizontal axis denotes the distances between the denoised/recovered mesh and its ground-truth counterpart, and the vertical axis represents the distance percentages. The dashed line shows
the distances obtained by each mesh denoising method, and each corresponding solid line indicates the distances obtained by our DeFilter.

These include anisotropic filters, such as Fleishman et al.’s bilateral mesh filter (BMF) [FDC03a], Sun et al.’s unilateral filter (UF)
[SRML07], Zheng et al.’s bilateral normal filter (BNF) [ZFAT11],
He et al.’s L0 smoothing (L0 ) [HS13], Zhang et al.’s guided normal filter (GNF) [ZDZ∗ 15b], Wang et al.’s CNR [WLT16], Wei et
al.’s tensor voting guided filter [WLP∗ 17], Lu et al.’s mesh filter
[LDC16], Centin et al.’s mesh filer [CS17], Yadav et al.’s mesh filter [YRP17], and Zhao et al.’s NormalNet [ZLZ∗ 19], as well as
isotropic filters, such as Laplacian filter, APSS, HC Lapacian filter,
and Taubin’s λ|µ filter [Tau01]. We also include three kinds of unknown but accessible operations in commercial software, e.g., the
Geometrica Studio.

to the observation that most mesh filters largely suppress, but do
not completely remove the geometry of various scales. The signal
residual, albeit not visually prominent, can provide important cues
for learning normal variations to help recover the lost geometry.

6.2. Visual results

Synthetic dataset. The filtering methods used in Figs. 1, 9-10
can deal with noise effectively, as anisotropic mesh filters are designed to preserve the main geometric structures. However, the geometry of small scales is inevitably lost to different degrees. In Fig.
1, the squamae and the characters are blurred, due to the loss of
geometry. Similarly, the wings in Fig. 9 and the weak bas-reliefs in
Fig. 10 are also blurred for the same reason. The refined results by
our method are faithful to the ground truths, because the repetitive
details, sharp structures and smooth areas in these three models are
all taken back effectively.

Does the geometry information (geometric details, geometric structures and smooth areas) recovered by our method represent the true
geometry signals? Visual inspection of the following results shows
that the geometric patterns of the defiltered models are similar to
those of the original models. The success of our method is due

We have tested our method on isotropic filters. Isotropic filters
are seldom dependent on the surface geometry. This nature leads
to blurring of sharp features and shape distortion, especially when
irregular sampling exists on the surface. In Figs. 5 and 11, our

c 2019 The Author(s)
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6.3. Numerical analysis
Visual inspection indicates that our method improves the denoised
results of different filters. To evaluate our improved results objectively, we employ two numerical metrics, which weigh the fidelity
of both the denoised results and the corresponding improved results, relative to the underlying surface as follows.
• The average angular difference Dn between the facet normals of
the denoised/recovered mesh and the ground-truth mesh.
• The Hausdorff distance DH (one-sided vertex-to-surface based).
Figs. 15 and 16 and Tabs. 1 and 2 show the statistics of these metrics
when applied to the models that have the ground-truth counterparts.
Whether dealing with the geometry-rich models or CAD-like models and models with the high-level noise from the Microsoft Kinect, our method commonly leads to smaller errors. Thus, our method
can yield a closer surface relative to the underlying surface.

Figure 16: A comparison of the Hausdorff distances of the two face
models by Kinect v1 (upper two rows) and v2 (bottom two rows),
respectively. The horizontal axis denotes the distances between the
denoised/recovered mesh and the ground-truth counterpart, and the
vertical axis represents the percentages of the distances. In each
sub-figure, we list the distances by one mesh denoising method and
our DeFilter. The horizontal axis is truncated for better visualization.

method recovers the sharp edges and corners for the two CAD-like
models well.
The DeFilter trained on the synthetic dataset may also work on
denoised results, where noise may come from real scans. The denoised surfaces are all recovered with clear details, as shown in Fig.
6.
Last but not least, our method may handle models with their geometry lost caused by various operations. In Fig. 12, the 3D model
of the Chinese Bronze Mirror in the first row is reconstructed by a
series of images, where the geometric details are heavily lost; the
3D model of the Chinese Epigraph in the second row is obtained by
a laser scanner, where the characters are blurred; and the 3D model
of the Sculpture in the last row has been compressed in order to
transfer conveniently online. Our method can still recover the lost
geometry for these models to a certain extent.
Real scans for optimizing Kinect data. In addition to synthetic
cases, we verify our method on seven models with the high-level
noise generated by Microsoft Kinect v1, v2 and the fusion technique, and we present two results in Figs. 13 and 14. In the case
of high-level noise, most existing methods cannot effectively remove noise while preserving details simultaneously. Fortunately,
our method can further address these undesirable results. For these
special data from Kinect v1, v2 and the fusion technique, the slight edge of our recovered results is that it is more faithful to the
high-resolution real scans.

Limitations. 1) Although our mesh defiltering approach is not
designed for certain filters, its performance depends on the denoised results. In the extreme case, for example, if the geometric
details are fully destroyed in filtering [WFL∗ 15], we will not have
enough cues to reflect normal variations; and consequently these
details cannot be recovered. In Fig. 17, although we can recover
the blurred structures slightly, the fully removed details could not
be retrieved. 2) Mesh convolution based methods could potentially
tackle the mesh defiltering task and might be better. Their results
could serve as the baseline to evaluate the DeFilter’s performance.
However, we have found few learning based techniques of mesh denoising and defiltering. One main reason is that, the mesh representation of 3D surface is difficult to be directly fed into the network
architecture. 3) The DeFilter cannot recover the lost geometry completely. The recent deep learning based mesh denoising approaches,
e.g., NormalNet [ZLZ∗ 19], can yield good enough denoised results. However, we have found in the experiment that their results could
be further refined with geometry recovery by our DeFilter (see Fig.
18).
7. Conclusion
We have raised an intriguing yet meaningful reversibility problem
question: Can a model with its geometry partially lost during mesh
denoising be recovered to its artifact-free status? The conventional schemes that fit a set of constraints defined by certain priors of
detail patterns, are not able to recover the underlying surface of
an over-smoothed mesh. To generalize our approach to meshes in
real applications, we attempt to understand commonly used mesh
filters and to train datasets that consist of the underlying surfaces
with various geometric patterns and their filtered counterparts produced by different mesh filters. We have evaluated many results to
verify the performance of our DeFilter thoroughly. It can recover
the geometry of most denoised meshes without needing to know
the exact filter used previously. In the future work, we will further enrich the testing dataset, and look for more applications, e.g.,
detail-preserving bas-relief modeling.
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Table 1: Average normal angular difference
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Kinect v1
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Table 2: Average normal angular difference
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Figure 17: Failed cases. The left column shows two original models. The middle shows the results with their geometric details removed clearly by rolling guidance filtering [WFL∗ 15]. The right
shows our results that fail to recover the lost geometry.
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Figure 18: Mesh defiltering results on Child (upper) and Boy2 (bottom). From the left column to the right: The upper row shows the
ground-truth Child model, the noisy model (Gaussian noise with
σE = 0.25, the average normal angular difference Dn = 27.9), the
denoising result (Dn = 7.46) by NormalNet, and the refined result
(Dn = 5.83) by our DeFilter (using the training results of D1) respectively. The bottom row shows the high-resolution ground-truth
Boy2 model obtained by a laser scanner, the single-frame noisy
mesh (Dn = 31.1) by Kinect v1, the denoised result (Dn = 10.5)
by NormalNet, and the refined result (Dn = 8.4) by our DeFilter
(using the training results of D2) respectively.
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